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We present a method for performing highly parallel PCR reactions in a picowell array (PWA)

simultaneously immobilizing generated PCR products in a covalent and spatially-resolved manner

onto a microscope slide via solid-phase PCR (SP-PCR). This so called PWA-SP-PCR was performed

in picowell arrays featuring 100 000 wells cm22 of 19 pL reaction volumes with a surface-to-volume

ratio of 0.2 mm21. Positive signals were obtained in 97.2% of the 110 000 wells in an area of 110 mm2.

Immobilized DNA was either indirectly detected using streptavidin-Cy5 or directly by molecular

hybridisation of Cy3- and/or Cy5-labelled probes. Amplification and immobilization was

demonstrated for template DNA ranging from 100 bp up to 1513 bp lengths. Even single DNA

molecules were successfully amplified and immobilized demonstrating digital solid-phase PCR.

Compared to widely established emulsion based PCR (emPCR) approaches, leading to PCR products

immobilized onto bead surfaces in a highly parallel manner, the novel technique results in direct

spatial registration of immobilized PCR products in a microarray format. This enables the

subsequent use for massively parallel analysis similar to standard microarrays.

Introduction

The first primer-directed PCR published in 1988 by Saiki et al.

was performed in a reaction volume of 100 mL.1 Over the last

decades, multiple efforts have been made to scale down PCR

reaction volumes and simultaneously increase the number of

reactors.2–10 And for good reason: small volume PCR in large-

scale systems drastically decreases costs per reaction. When e.g.

loading Saikis 100 mL of reaction mix into an array of 19 pL

volumes, more than 5 million individual reactions can be

performed in parallel. Additionally, low thermal masses and an

enlarged surface-to-volume ratio result in an increased thermal

transfer that leads to reduced cycling times. As an example,

Neuzil et al. amplified an 82 bp template in less than six minutes

within 100 nL droplets.11 Together with ongoing improvements

in the sensitivity and resolution of analytical equipment, small

volume PCR allows for economical large scale analysis of

genomic features, signaling pathways or expression profiles

down to the single molecule level. Nevertheless, in most of the

small-volume PCR systems products are discarded after

PCR,2,3,5–7,9,10 whereas the literature is full of creative uses of

PCR products immobilized to a solid phase (array), for

multiplexing,12,13 SNP analysis,14,15 and whole-genome sequen-

cing.16–18 Our approach combines picowell array based large-

scale liquid-phase PCR amplification with solid-phase PCR.

Here, PCR products are immobilized to a standard microscope

slide allowing subsequent analysis by commercial microarray

equipment.

A first requirement is a simple macro-to-micro interface for

distributing the PCR reaction mix homogeneously in the

picowell array. For running the PCR reaction, the composition

of the PCR reaction mix must be adjusted to ensure successful

amplification of DNA in the 19 pL volumes of the picowell

array. Due to its large surface-to-volume ratio of 0.2 mm21,

adsorption of reaction components to the surface of the wells is

increased.19 To ensure spatial resolution and prevent evapora-

tion the filled picowells must be sealed with a slide which is

elastic (to seal individual wells) and vapour tight (to prevent

evaporation of water during thermocycling). For successful

immobilization of PCR products, the surface of the slide has to

provide thermostable grafted primers and a free 39 end which is

accessible to annealing of complementary template DNA and

DNA polymerase.

In literature, compartmentalization of PCR reactions for

small-volume PCR is realized either by aliquoting PCR mix into

microreactors on chip or by encapsulating reagents in individual

droplets. The first enzymatic reactions on single molecules within

individual droplets are described by Griffiths and Tawfik.20 This

concept has been further developed to amplify single DNA

molecules via emulsion PCR (emPCR) in the liquid phase21 or
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simultaneously immobilizing PCR products to a solid-phase of a

bead.22–24 Over the last decades, PCR microreactors on-chip

have been realized by closed-architecture systems where micro-

reactors are formed on-demand either by mechanical compart-

mentalization of PDMS channels3 or by segmentation through a

second, immiscible liquid phase e.g. mineral oil.5,9 In open

architecture systems, arrayed microreactors are enclosed for

example by a HIPORA membrane,2 silicon sheet,4 mineral oil,10

or formed by the SlipChip system.6 Until 2011, the smallest PCR

is performed by Nagai et al. who successfully amplified the

pGFP fragment within a microreactor of only 86 pL, whereas

this reaction failed in volumes of 23 pL and 1.3 pL.2 Heyries

et al. recently presented an emulsion-based PCR system in a chip

where the smallest version comprises 1 6 106 of 10 pL reactors

with a density of 440 000 reactors cm22.9

Two fields of applications arose from the development of

nano- and picoliter PCR systems: single-cell analysis7,8,24–26 and

digital PCR (dPCR) based analysis.5,27–30 Lindström et al.

cultivated single cells in a microwell array followed by PCR

based genotyping and minisequencing.8 Gong et al. detected

protein translation and thereafter gene expression levels by on-

chip RT-PCR from single cells deposited in a microwell array.7

Detection of specific genes from single cells has also been

demonstrated with emPCR.24,26 dPCR has been used to

quantitate DNA libraries for sequencing,31 high throughput

gene expression analysis,32 and the identification of SNPs.9

Some shortcomings are inherent to all systems performing PCR

in microreactors. (1) Recovery of the PCR product: in current

systems, further analysis is either ignored2,3,5–7,9,10 or pooled

reaction products are analyzed externally.4 It is especially challen-

ging to maintain the spatial distribution of amplified DNA after

PCR when a seal is removed from the array.2,8 (2) Stability of

microreactors: When the material PDMS is used for the

formation of microreactors, special care must be taken to prevent

evaporation.9,33,34 In emPCR systems, individual droplets can

merge during PCR leaving aggregates of beads containing chimeric

DNA sequences.23 (3) Sensitivity: when individual reactions are

monitored by TaqMan probes,2,3,5,7,9,10 or intercalating dyes,6

signal-to-noise ratios can be critical due to adsorption of the

fluorescence molecules to the surface or surface-induced quenching.

Furthermore, when signals are detected within microreactors,

signals can be attenuated by the material of the array made from

PDMS,3,7,9 polycarbonate,5 or silicon.2

This work describes the setup and protocol for amplification

of DNA molecules in picowell arrays16,35 (1000 wells cm22) with

a starting concentration of 20 molecules or , 1 molecule (digital

PCR) per 19 pL well and an amplicon length of 100 to y1500 bp.

Generated PCR products are immobilized onto a standard slide

format via SP-PCR.36 The aim of this study is to overcome the

shortcomings: (1) recovery of the PCR product and (2) stability of

microreactors by PWA-SP-PCR. Here, PCR products are

recovered by immobilizing individual products to corresponding

positions on a microscopic slide, sealing the array during SP-PCR.

In contrast to PCR microreactors made of PDMS or formed in an

oil matrix, the rigid boundaries of the glassy array promise to

keep each reaction mix localized during PCR. Concerning (3)

sensitivity: well distinguishable signals are expected since signals

are detected on a planar surface by established detection

techniques derived from microarrays.

Experimental section

Materials and chemicals

All materials and chemicals were obtained from commercial

sources and used as received. Glass slides, bovine serum albumin

(BSA Fraktion V), Tween 80 (reagent grade), sodium hydroxide

(¢99%), sodium chloride (.99.8%), and sodium dodecyl

sulphate (SDS; ultrapure .99.5%) were obtained from Carl

Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany). Formamide (¢99.5%, for mole-

cular biology) was purchased from Sigma-Adrich (Schnelldorf,

Germany). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS Sylgard 184) was

obtained from Arrow Central Europe (Bietigheim-Bissingen,

Germany). HPLC purified, synthetic, lyophilized oligonucleo-

tides were ordered from Biomers (Ulm, Germany) and rehy-

drated with DNase/RNase-free water to 100 mM and 10 mM

stock solutions. The amplification vector pTYB1 was obtained

from New England Biolabs (Hitchin, United Kingdom).

GeneFrames1 (In situ Rahmen, 25 ml, 1.0 6 1.0 cm) were

ordered from PEQLAB Biotechnologie (Erlangen, Germany).

DNA polymerase HotStarTaq Plus, reaction buffer, MgCl2 were

purchased from Qiagen (Hilden, Germany). dNTPs were

obtained from Jena Bioscience (Jena, Germany). biotin-11-

dUTP was purchased from Yorkshire Bioscience (York, United

Kingdom). For the DNA dilution buffer, TE buffer (0.2 6) from

Applichem (Darmstadt, Germany) and salmon sperm DNA

(10 ng mL21 salmon (sperm DNA) from Invitrogen (Carlsbad,

Germany) was used. DNase/RNase-free water for PCR reactions

was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, Germany).

DNA immobilization

Glass-PDMS slides were fabricated by spincoating a 70 mm thick

PDMS layer on a glass slide in a cleanroom to produce a

homogeneous and particle-free PDMS layer. PDMS pre-polymer

and curing agent were thoroughly mixed at a 10 : 1 (w/w) ratio.

1.5 mL was pipetted onto a glass slide fixed to the vacuum chuck

of a spincoater (Spincoater WS-400B-6NPP/LITE, Laurell

Technologies, North Wales, USA). After spinning for 20 s at

2200 rpm, slides were cured at 70 uC in an oven cabinet overnight

(12 h ¡ t ¡ 16 h).

Activation of glass-PDMS slides with the homobifunctional

linker 1,4-phenylene diisothiocyanate (PDITC) for PCR compa-

tible immobilization of PCR primers has been described

previously by our group.37 The full-match solid-phase primer

59–NH2–C6–TTT TTT TTT TCT GAG CGG GCT GGC AAG

GC–39 or the full-mismatch primer 59–NH2–C6–TTT TTT TTT

TGA TAC ATG GCT GTG AGT TAT CAA TTA CGA–39 was

reacted with the PDITC-activated surface overnight (12 h ¡ t ¡

16 h) at room temperature in a 25 mL slide holder containing

activated glass-PDMS slides and the primer diluted to 200 nM in

150 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 8.3).

Reaction setup

The reaction mix contained 40 U HotStarTaq Plus, 1 6 reaction

buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl2 (in total 3 mM), 300 mM each dATP,

dGTP, dCTP, 225 mM dTTP, 75 mM biotin-dUTP, 0.5% (w/v)

BSA, 0.05% (v/v) Tween 80, 0.125 mM forward primer 59–CTG

AGC GGG CTG GCA–39 and 1 mM reverse primer 59–GCC

TCC CTC GCG CCA TCA G–39, and calculated 20 copies of
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template DNA per well. The generation of template DNA in

length of 100 bp, 346 bp, and 1513 bp is described in the ESI

(1).{ Each template sequence was flanked at the 39 and 59 end by

generic primer sequences to amplify all sequences with the same

pair of primers. Final volume of the reaction mix was adjusted

with ultrapure DNAse/RNAse-free distilled water to 16 mL.

Thoroughly vortexed reaction mixture was kept on ice until

loading into the picowell array.

The loading setup is similar to Fig. 1. The 13 6 13 mm˙

picowell array (Fig. 1 A) (PTP, Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim,

Germany) was placed into the 14 6 14 mm˙ recess of the in-

house fabricated copper holder (Fig. 1 B). A silicone gasket

confining a microfluidic loading chamber volume of 15.6 mL was

placed on the array with the wells facing upwards. The gasket on

the array was pressed to the copper holder (Fig. 1 B) by fastening

an in-house micro-milled PMMA loading lid containing an inlet

and outlet port with two M3 screws. 16 mL of reaction mix was

loaded into the inlet by pipet and uniformly driven through the

150 mM high microfluidic loading chamber supported by

capillary action. Now, the loaded assembly was placed on a

swing-out rotor driving the reaction mix into the wells of the

array by centrifugation for 2 min @ 2200 rpm (Heraeus

Multifuge 3SR Plus, VWR, Bruchsal, Germany). After centri-

fugation, the loading lid and gasket were taken off and the glass-

PDMS slide (Fig. 1 C) coated with solid-phase primers was

pressed manually to the liquid filled array. Next, the sealing lid

(Fig. 1 E) was placed on the stamp (Fig. 1 D) applied to the

glass-PDMS slide before and fastened by two M3 screws to the

copper holder (Fig. 1 A). The assembled cycling cartridge (as

depicted in Fig. 1) was processed in a slide cycler (peqStar in situ,

PEQLAB Biotechnologie, Erlangen, Germany). For detailed

information on how to determine the temperature profile for

picowell solid-phase PCR within the cycling cartridge see the ESI

(2).{ After PCR, the cycling cartridge was disassembled and to

avoid contaminations, all parts except the slides were immersed

in DNA Exitus Plus (AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany) for at

least 1 h to inactivate unbound PCR products. For the indirect

detection of reactions, slides were washed and stained with

streptavidin-Cy5 as described previously by our group.37 For the

direct detection of the surface-bound 346 bp and 1513 bp

amplicons, we performed hybridization with the probes 59–Cy5–

ACA AAC GGC GGA CAC TAC–39 and 59–Cy3–AGG GGT

TAT GCT AGT TAT TGC TCA GCG GTG–39 being

complementary to a region of the pTYB1 derived template

DNA. For hybridization the complementary strand has to be

removed leaving an array of surface-bound ssDNA. Therefore,

slides were washed as described before and additionally

incubated for 5 min at room temperature in 0.125 M sodium

hydroxide, 0.200 M sodium chloride (1 6) (after washing in

0.1 6 SSC, before washing in DI water). After the last washing

step, 0.1 mM of the hybridization probe in 5 6 SSC, 50% (v/v)

formamide, and 0.1% SDS was inserted into a GeneFrame1 and

sealed by a plastic lid. Hybridization was performed by setting

the temperature initially to 80 uC for 5 min followed by

incubation at 42 uC overnight (12 h ¡ t ¡ 16 h) in a HYBrite

system (Abbot Molecular, Wiesbaden, Germany). After hybri-

dization, the GeneFrame1 was removed and slides were washed

for 5 min in 2 6 SSC, 0.1% SDS at 42 uC, for 2 min in 1 6 SSC

at 42 uC, for 1 min in 0.1 6 SSC at room temperature, and

finally blown dry by N2.38 Stained slides were scanned in the Cy5

or Cy3 channel by a laser scanner (InnoScan 710, Innopsys,

Carbonne, France) with a resolution of 3 mm, 5 mW laser power

and gain 5. Acquired images were analyzed with the freeware

ImageJ version 1.44 by counting positive signals from a

generated binary image. See the ESI (3) for detailed information

about the macro and an exemplary image evaluation.{

Principle of PWA-SP-PCR

When PCR is performed in a reaction compartment containing

solid as well as liquid-phase PCR primers, the latter in an

asymmetric ratio (Fig. 2 A), two different reaction regimes of the

amplification kinetics have to be distinguished. Phase 1: in the

beginning of the reaction, liquid-phase PCR kinetically dom-

inates until one liquid-phase primer (green primer in Fig. 2 B) is

depleted. This is due to steric restriction and lower efficacy of the

surface reaction. Phase 2: after depletion of the limited liquid

phase primer and/or a sufficient amount of generated PCR

product the generated freely diffusing amplicons predominantly

anneal to the solid-phase primers, which can then be extended by

a DNA polymerase. A careful balancing of Phase 1 and Phase 2

allows for the amplification and immobilization of the PCR-

products to a surface (Fig. 2 C). Validation of successful solid-

phase primer extension is performed by binding of streptavidin-

Cy5 (Fig. 2 E and F) to incorporated biotinylated dUTP (Fig. 2

D) or by hybridization of a sequence specific fluorescent probe

and subsequent fluorescence detection.

Results and discussion

The enlarged surface-to-volume ratio is challenging when performing

PCR within picoliter wells because significant amounts of PCR

components are adsorbed by surfaces. Krishnan et al. investigated the

influence of magnesium ions and polymerase concentration on the PCR

performance within microchannels with surface-to-volume ratios of

Fig. 1 Exploded view of the cycling cartridge for performing PWA-SP-

PCR. (A) Picowell array in a recess of the holder made from copper (B).

The thickness of the copper beneath the array is 0.5 mm. (C) glass slide

covered by a 70 mm thin layer of PDMS. (D) 3 mm thick elastic stamp

made of silicone for an equal distribution of pressure induced by

screwing together sealing lid (E) and the holder (A). To load the sample

into the array via centrifugation, parts C–D are replaced by a

micromilled loading lid made of PMMA defining a 150 mm thick

microfluidic chamber on the array.
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0.02 mm21 to 0.13 mm21.19 Wang et al. realized a high surface-to-volume

ratio by adding oxidized silicon nanoparticles to a real-time PCR

reaction mix showing a significantly reduced – but not completely

inhibited – PCR performance from ratios of 0.094 mm21 to

0.236 mm21.39 For example, a 10 mL PCR (performed in a standard

100 mL PCR tube) has a surface-to-volume ratio of 0.002 mm21. In

contrast, a 19 pL well has a surface-to-volume ratio of 0.209 mm21,

which is y100 times higher. Starting from a functional 10 mL PCR

reaction mix, we increased the concentration of MgCl2 from 1.5 mM to

3 mM, polymerase from 0.1 U mL21 to 2.5 U mL21, and added 0.5%

(w/v) BSA and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 80 to reduce non-specific adsorption

of PCR components to the surfaces of a picowell to obtain a PCR mix

suitable for 19 pL volumes.

Firstly, sequence specificity of the reaction in the picowell

array was investigated. Therefore, two picowell arrays filled with

the reaction mix with a concentration of 20 DNA copies per well

were sealed by a slide coated with a full-mismatch and two arrays

with a full-match primer. After PCR, slides were imaged and

stained with streptavidin-Cy5 yielding a signal-to-noise ratio of

up to 100 (Fig. 3 D) from the slides containing the complemen-

tary primer, whereas no detectable signals were obtained from

the slides with the non-complementary primer (Fig. 3 B).

Secondly, we investigated the reaction with a 1513 bp template

and directly detected the immobilized PCR product via

hybridization. Therefore, two arrays were filled with a PCR

reaction mix containing the 1513 bp template (PTC) with a

concentration of 20 DNA copies per well, and two other arrays

with a PCR reaction mix containing no template DNA (NTC).

After hybridization with a Cy3 labeled complementary probe, no

signals were observed from the NTC reactions (Fig. 3 A) whereas

a signal-to-noise of up to 100 was measured from PTC reactions

(Fig. 3 C). This shows that template DNA even in the length of

1.5 kb can be bound to a surface via solid-phase PCR and

specifically detected via hybridization.

Thirdly, for analysis of the length dependency of the reaction

three different DNA templates with lengths of 100 bp, 346 bp

and 1513 bp were used. All templates comprised identical 39 and

59-ends, to ensure identical binding properties to the surface

primers. Again, the concentration is 20 DNA copies per well.

After PCR, slides were stained with streptavidin-Cy5 and

scanned. For the determination of the yield, the number of

positive signals from 10 000 wells on an area of 10 mm˙ was

determined. Yield for the 100 bp template was 95.3 ¡ 1.8%, for

the 346 bp template 92.1 ¡ 1.9%, and for the 1513 bp template

90.9 ¡ 3.5% of positive wells. Taking standard deviations into

account, no significant dependency between yield and length of

amplicon could be observed.

Fourthly, it was demonstrated that each well can serve as an

individual PCR reactor. Therefore, PCR reaction was performed

with calculated , 1 molecule per well each of the 346 bp and

1513 bp template DNA. After hybridization with the Cy3 labeled

probe (detecting the 1513 bp template) and the Cy5 labeled

probe (detecting the 346 bp template), a distinct pattern of green,

red, and yellow signals was obtained (Fig. 3 E). Yellow signals

result from wells where both template sequences were initially

present. This experiment confirmed that wells are leak-tightly

sealed during PCR and that there is no transfer of PCR products

between each well, demonstrating digital solid-phase PCR.

Fifthly, the maximum number of reactions was performed in

parallel on an area of 110 mm2. Therefore, .110 000 wells of the

picowell array were filled with a reaction mix containing 20

DNA copies of the 100 bp template per well. After PCR, the slide

was stained by streptavidin-Cy5 and scanned. Fig. 4 shows the

binary image created by the evaluation macro in ImageJ as

described in the ESI (3){). With the macro, 106 898 signals of

110 000 theoretical signals were counted, which means that in

97.2% of all the 19 pL wells SP-PCR was successfully performed

and detected. The Poisson distribution describes the distribution

of DNA molecules in microreactors27,31 as in eqn (1), where

Pl(n) is the probability that all reactors of a chip contain n

molecules after filling, and l being the ratio between the number

of DNA molecules and the number of reactors.

Pl nð Þ~ ln

n!
|e{l (1)

According to eqn (1), the probability that a well contains no

DNA molecule for amplification is P20(0) = 2.1 6 1027 which is

y0 out of 110 000 wells. In this experiment, no signals were

generated in 2.8% of all wells, which can therefore not be

explained by statistics but a failure of PCR or the adsorption of

Fig. 2 Schematics of solid-phase PCR used for evaluation of the

immobilization protocol. Initially, a reaction compartment comprises

solid-phase primers as well as forward (fwd) and reverse (rev) primers in

an asymmetric ratio (A); in the beginning, PCR proceeds preferentially in

the liquid phase, until the forward (fwd) primer is depleted (B); then,

solid-phase PCR dominates, where the immobilized primer is extended

by polymerase activity. Biotin-dUTPs are incorporated into the reaction

for labeling (C, D) and subsequent visualization of the SP-PCR product

by staining with streptavidin-Cy5 (E, F).
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DNA template molecules to surfaces. Most importantly, this

result shows that arrays can be homogeneously and leak-tight

sealed by the employed glass-PDMS slides.

Conclusions and outlook

We successfully performed highly parallel solid-phase PCR in 19

pL wells of a picowell array (PWA-SP-PCR) yielding a

maximum of 1.07 6 105 positive reactions out of 1.10 6 105

wells (97.2%) from 16 mL reaction mix, only. PCR products were

generated from template DNA in length of 100 bp, 346 bp, as

well as up to 1513 bp and covalently and spatially-resolved

immobilized to a PDMS covered glass slide sealing the picowell

array during reaction. Even single DNA molecules were

successfully amplified and immobilized demonstrating for the

first time digital solid-phase PCR in a picowell array. Surface-

bound amplification products (or amplicons) are indirectly

detected by staining with Cy5-conjugated streptavidin or directly

detected following the molecular hybridization of Cy3- and/or

Cy5-labelled probes. To the best of our knowledge, this is

currently the smallest successful PCR reaction in a non-emulsion

format.

Compared to the presented state-of-the-art,2–10 results have

demonstrated that PWA-SP-PCR is a promising approach to

perform small volume PCR with the following unique features:

individual PCR products are spatially-resolved and immobilized

onto a microscope slide for further usage. Results from digital

solid-phase PCR suggest that there is no cross-talk between

Fig. 3 Binary images of reactions with 20 DNA template molecules per well (A–D) and , 1 template molecule per well (E) detected on glass-PDMS

slides. (A) Non-specificity control: the PDMS covered glass slide containing an immobilized solid-phase primer with a sequence mismatching the

template DNA generated no detectable signals. (B) No-template control: the reaction mix containing no template DNA generated no detectable signals.

(C) Direct detection by molecular hybridization. The specificity of the reaction was detected by hybridizing a Cy3-labeled probe against a solid-phase

bound 1513 bp sequence. A signal-to-noise ratio of up to 100 was obtained between wells where the reaction failed and positive signals were received

from adjacent wells. (D) Indirect detection by reacting streptavidin-Cy5 with biotin molecules which have been incorporated into the 346 bp template

during solid-phase primer extension reactions. (E) Digital solid-phase PCR: the reaction mix contained , 1 template molecule per well each of the 346

bp and 1513 bp template DNA. The reaction was detected by hybridization. Green color represents the 1513 bp template, red color the 346 bp template,

and yellow mixed signals from the 1513 bp and 346 bp template DNA. Scale bars are 200 mm (A–D) and 100 mm (E).

Fig. 4 Binary image analysis of a PCR reaction within 110 000 wells of 19 pL volume each detected on the glass-PDMS slide. In 97.2% of all cavities

PCR products were generated and immobilized to the solid-phase primers via SP-PCR. Detection was realized by staining with streptavidin-Cy5.

This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012 Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 3049–3054 | 3053



adjacent wells addressing the issue of instable microreactors.9,33,34

Positive signals are easily detectable on the surface of a

microscope slide since they feature a signal-to-noise ratio of up

to 100. In many systems from literature, reactions are detected in

arbitrary array formats either by fluorescence microscopes or

application-specific scanners.2,3,5–7,10,31 In our system, immobi-

lized PCR products can be processed and detected on standard

microscopic slide format and further used in any standard

laboratory workflow. Additionally, the solid-phase primer coated

slides can be practically applied to all published open-architecture

arrays for immobilizing PCR products.2,4,7,8,10 As we have shown

previously, the coating protocol is applicable for glass, COP,

COC, PP, and PDMS.37

Compared to emPCR approaches for the amplification and

immobilization of long template DNA molecules, the use of

prolonged annealing and extension times is required. As a

consequence, single droplets can merge leaving aggregates of

beads containing chimeric DNA sequences.23 Because of the

rigid boundaries of the wells of the picowell array, reactions

remain localized even at elevated temperatures.

Most interestingly, our system is capable of amplifying and

immobilizing PCR products derived from a single molecular

level, enabling digital solid-phase PCR. In the future, PWA-SP-

PCR may enable highly-parallel single-cell analysis by isolating

single cells in different wells and immobilizing specific gene

products onto a microscope slide for further analysis.7,8
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